The A.G.E. Pill
Feel and look as youthful
as if you were 20 again.

The Age Pill’s supernutrients accelerate
When we were very young, our bodies grew quickly. We had an abundance of stem
cells. Stem cells are the master cells in our bodies that are able to transform into any
type of cell that we need. As we grew, our stem cells divided and multiplied into the
trillions of cells that make up an adult body, and replaced the cells in our body as
they wore out.
As children, we had all of the energy that we needed to go all day long. This energy
is derived from metabolizing glucose sugars. As our bodies break glucose down
with oxidation to release the energy that powers the cells in our body, a plaque
like residue was left over. This residue—known as glycation end products—
accumulates over time, depositing an inhibiting coating over proteins, reducing
optimal stem cell performance.
As the stem cells rebuild new cells and maintain themselves, Lipofuscin is formed.
Lifofuscin is metabolic waste, a cellular sludge that clutters cells and greatly inhibits
biological functions. Just like trying to cook in a dirty kitchen, it is difficult for your
cells to produce the energy they need when all of the dishes are dirty and the
trashcan is overflowing.
But what if you got some help to clean up the mess and dump much of the
accumulated trash left behind by glycation and lipofuscin? Then your stem cells in
the body should be free to function again at a high level. Scientists theorize it may
well allow your body to again produce energy at the same levels as when you were
in your prime.

Help combat the cellular-level health issues that occur
as a result of aging, by increasing ATP–providing
biological hydrogen to help amplify cellular electrical
energy, and cleaning up cellular waste–allowing the
cell to work at optimal levels.

your body’s reversal of aging agents.
Aging is the result of decay and degeneration in our bodies. If we can slow or even
reverse decay and degeneration by providing the proper nutrients, we should be
able to slow and even reverse the effects of aging.
The AGE Pill provides specialized super nutrients to the stem cells, which enhance
and allow the natural processes of the body to operate more efficiently… to
do what you want to do, so you can be what you want to be. Now you can be
revitalized, and feel as youthful as if you were 20 again.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Helps to remove the advanced Glycation
End Products.*
• Helps remove Lipofuscin.*
• Helps stem cells to operate at their
optimum level.*
• Increases ATP-providing biological
hydrogen to help amplify cellular
electrical energy.*
• Helps boost your energy levels
back to a more youthful self.*

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Youthful energy and vitality.
This is what sets the AGE Pill apart from other anti-aging products, into the realm
of potential youthful regeneration. The AGE Pill provides three classes of advanced,
specialized super-nutrients to the stem cells to delivering intense support for:
1. Removing glycation buildups that inhibit intercellular proteins.
2. Reduction of toxins and cellular sludge resulting from lipofuscin.
3. Significantly increasing ATP-providing Biological Hydrogen to greatly amplify cellular
electrical energy. Theoretically, this process could increase electrical energy within the
stem cells three or four fold, to where you may “feel like you were 20 again!”
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) and biological hydrogen are believed to be key in
supporting the releases of vast stores of energy that are available to your body. Your
new, elevated energy could help your cells to rebuild, rejuvenate and provide an
environment to work at more optimum levels, potentially providing support to alleviate
the ravages to our bodies that occur over our lifetime.

Be Young.
Be Happy.
Be You

The Science Behind The A.G.E. Pill
Our patented processes maximize The A.G.E. Pill’s nutritional content, providing
intense support for removing glycation buildup, reducing toxins and increasing
ATP, helping you feel incredibly younger.

Beta-Alanine is a naturally occurring beta amino acid that helps the
body to form a Carnosine, helping block the central changes to cells and
tissues that result in aging. It also displays beneficial effects in boosting
muscular performance, capacity and anaerobic endurance.*

Alpha Lipoic Acid is essential to cellular processes that convert
biochemical energy from nutrients into Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP),
and then release waste products. It also is known to reduce oxidative
stress in the body via powerful antioxidant activity.*

L-Carnosine is a natural antioxidant and anti-glycation substance
found in normal human tissues, that helps block the central changes
to cells and tissues that result in aging and age-related complications.*

Betaine HCl is known for helping to reduce homocysteine levels in
the blood, aiding to prevent hardening and blocking of arteries. Its ability
to promote protein synthesis can help improve digestive function, process
body fat, with detoxification and cellular functioning.*

Acetyl-L-Carnitine HCl , naturally present amino acids and
antioxidants in the body that support mitochondrial function. They help
to reduce free radical cell damage, when the body’s natural antioxidant
capacity gets low, and cellular energy production produces too many free
radicals. They also help the body produce energy.*

L-5-Hydroxytryptophan is a naturally occurring amino acid that
works in the brain by helping increase the production of serotonin. Serotonin
production declines with age and stress affecting sleep, appetite,
temperature, sexual behavior, and even pain sensation. *

Blueberry Fruit, one of the most nutrient-dense foods which
contain large levels of a broad range of antioxidants. It helps reverse
damage done by toxins and free radicals that promote cellular aging.*

This is My Business.

Live longer. Enjoy More!
* Learn more about our amazing business opportunity at www.siselinternational.com

Try ALL of Sisel’s High-Performance Products!
We hold ourselves to the highest possible standard of
ingredient integrity. We will always give you the safest,
most-effective, non-toxic ingredients to keep your life
and family safe, healthy, and happy.
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